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About This Game

Welcome to the factory!

Designed specifically for VR Arcades, Mad Factory is now open for business! A fast-paced, and highly replayable VR
experience, Mad Factory is five minutes of frantic fun for everyone. Its visually rich world, intuitive interactions and innovative
gameplay will delight a wide range of VR players, from 8 on up. It's perfect for birthday parties, date nights, and playing with

friends and family. Even people who think they don't like VR, ask to play Mad Factory again!

So, immerse yourself in a retro-future world, where you’re the new hire on the floor of the universe’s finest cookie factory.
There you can discover flying robots, mechanical chickens, and waterfalls of cascading milk. And in a race against time, you

can bake, frost and deliver delicious cookies to earn top scores.

The challenges you face in the factory will become increasingly demanding. Can you keep your cool, and deliver the goods in
this addictive, interactive VR experience?

Key Features

ACCESSIBLE & INTUITIVE: Aimed at a wide audience, Mad Factory requires little explanation before play begins.
Bake, frost, drop in the bucket - that’s all you have to do. But you'll have to move fast - the clock is ticking.

UNIQUE GAMEPLAY: Mad Factory’s interactive mechanics are robust, satisfying and fully haptic. Although the
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cookies are difficult to taste...

HIGHLY REPLAYABLE: Designed to be played again and again, players will want to revisit the world to discover new
strategies to increase their top scores. How far up the leaderboard can you go?

VISUALLY RICH: Visit a retro-future world, complete with robots, mechanical chickens, egg cracking machines and
waterfalls of milk! Only in VR.

Mad Factory was conceived, developed and produced entirely in-house in London, UK by The Third Floor Immersive team.
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Title: Mad Factory
Genre: Casual, Indie, Simulation
Developer:
The Third Floor London Ltd
Publisher:
The Third Floor London Ltd
Release Date: 20 Sep, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7/8.1/10 (64bit)

Processor: Intel Core i5 Sandy Bridge or equivalent

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: GTX 970 (AMD Radeon R9 290)

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 1300 MB available space

English
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Game is very short, its literally just the same random 2 or 3 minute timed mini game where you cook and try not to spill.
Its fun, graphics are great. Voice gets annoying so does the repetativeness but you get what you paid for.
Not trying to turn anyone off, its good casual \/ party showing off type game. But there isnt enough to do to keep you IN it.
 Id like to recommend to the Devs to add an endless mode as a bear minimum. Id also like to see more items to be able to bake,
more challenge. Seems like a great beginning, im hoping there are plans for more? :)

PS. This works fine on my WMR Lenovo
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